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Surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) is now widely used as a rapid and inexpensive tool for chemical/biochemical analysis. The method can give enormous increases in the intensity of the Raman signals of low concentration molecular targets if they are adsorbed on suitable enhancing substrates, which are typically composed of nanostructured Ag or Au. However, the features of SERS which allow it to be used as a chemical sensor also mean that it can be used as a powerful probe of the surface chemistry of any nanostructured materials which can provide SERS enhancements. This is important because it is the surface chemistry that controls how these materials interact with their local environment and in real applications this interaction can be more important than more commonly measured properties such as morphology or plasmonic absorption. Here the opportunity which this approach to SERS provides is illustrated with examples where the surface chemistry is both characterized and controlled in order to create functional nanomaterials.

1. Introduction

In the 40 years since its discovery surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) has evolved from a niche technique, studied by small number of specialist groups, into a mainstream
spectroscopic method. The advantages of SERS for detection, identification and quantification of molecular targets are now well known, in particular the huge enhancement factors which it can provide.\cite{1} Currently, the vast majority of SERS studies involve detection of target molecules which give SERS signals when they adsorb onto an enhancing surface.\cite{2} The sensitivity of SERS is such that it is appropriate for even sub-monolayer surface coverage, indeed in analytical applications the SERS response typically plateaus at higher concentrations when all the surface binding sites are occupied.\cite{3} While signalling the binding of extrinsic compounds is very useful for analytical/diagnostic applications and is the predominant application of SERS, the features of SERS which make it attractive as a chemical sensor also mean that it can be a valuable probe of the enhancing nanostructured materials themselves. For example, it can be used to study the surface chemistry of the as-prepared materials, monitor subsequent modification steps or understand chemical reactions which occur on the surface. It is these aspects of SERS (illustrated in Figure 1), rather than conventional small molecule detection, which are discussed here.

2. Characterization of SERS-active Materials

SERS enhancing materials are typically composed of nanostructured coinage metals (overwhelmingly Au or Ag) and basically divide into 2 main classes, those which have regular structure and those where the nanostructure is random.\cite{1-3} Examples of regularly structured materials include lithographically prepared substrates, such as Klarite\cite{4} and those prepared on templates\cite{5}, while randomly structured substrates include nanoparticle aggregates\cite{1-3} and roughened electrodes\cite{1}. However, the number of materials which show the enhanced Raman scattering is now very large and growing rapidly. Moreover, materials intended for other uses may be SERS active, for example, electrolessly deposited fractal Ag on Cu,\cite{6} which is also used to create superhydrophobic surfaces.\cite{7}
There are already numerous tools available for characterising nanostructured materials and these are generally applicable to SERS-enhancing materials. For example, electron microscopy, STM and AFM can be used to determine morphology and dynamic light scattering, particle tracking and size exclusion chromatography for particle sizing.\textsuperscript{[8]} Similarly, the chemical composition of nanoscale and microscale objects can be inferred from elemental analysis by EDX and their plasmonic properties measured using optical spectroscopy.\textsuperscript{[8]} However, in nanomaterials which are required to interact with their environment it is the surface properties which are important and in the case of nanostructured metals these properties are often determined by a thin molecular layer on the material’s surface whose composition is not readily studied by any of the above techniques. Of course it is often straightforward to measure the physical properties which the molecular layers provide, such as the contact angles of solid materials, but the options for direct investigation of their chemical composition and properties are much more limited. Ellipsometry is useful but provides limited chemical information and is limited to bulk samples. High vacuum techniques such as XPS can give information under stringently controlled conditions but are not appropriate for materials which are in solution.

In contrast to all of the above, SERS can be used to study either wet or dry samples in the open laboratory or as components within electrochemical cells. The measurements are typically rapid and can be carried out at micron lateral resolution using widely available microscope-based systems or at nm resolution using more specialised tip-enhanced approaches.\textsuperscript{[9]} Moreover, the cost of making simple bulk (> 10 µm laser probe spot size) SERS measurements has dramatically decreased in the past decade due to the commercial availability of low cost, compact Raman spectrometers which are primarily designed for field analysis of bulk materials, either for industrial quality assurance/control or in defence/law enforcement applications but are equally useful for recording SERS signals.
3 Information Available from SERS

The most basic information given by SERS is that the appearance of the characteristic vibrational spectrum of a compound in the SERS signal of a material immediately demonstrates that the compound is located within the enhancing region, which extends a few nm at most from the material’s surface.\cite{1} However, the spectra can give much more information than the simple presence of a particular molecule or ion on the surface, they also give information on the structure of the adsorbed molecules or ions. For example, the most widely studied molecular layers on noble metal surfaces are the self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) which spontaneously form when $\omega$-terminated thiols are allowed to react with Au (or less often Ag) surfaces.\cite{10} In this case SERS can be used to determine if the thiols are chemically attached to the surface or physisorbed, since chemisorption results in loss of S-H features, combined with the appearance of S-metal stretching bands.\cite{1} Moreover, if the surface layer is a long chain alkyl thiol the alkyl chain may have either trans or gauche conformation around the S-C bonds. Extensive studies have shown that the $\nu$(C-S) frequencies change significantly on gauche-trans reorientation with $\nu$(C-S)$_T$ at ca. 735 cm$^{-1}$ and $\nu$(C-S)$_G$ at ca. 655 cm$^{-1}$.\cite{11} Indeed this effect has been used to observe the evolution of adsorbed layers, from initially formed highly disordered systems to much more ordered layers.\cite{12}

The final type of information that SERS can provide is orientation of the adsorbed molecules with respect to the metal surface. Due to the directionality of the plasmonic adsorption the selection rules for SERS are different from those of the same molecules in solution; the modes with polarizability changes perpendicular to the surface are preferentially enhanced and dominate the SERS spectrum. By determining the enhancement of appropriate modes the orientation of their polarizability tensors and therefore the associated, molecular framework can be deduced.\cite{13} Typically SERS will be used for exterior surface species but more recently it has also been used to probe the internal structure of Au nanostars.
encapsulated or partly encapsulated within a Au outer shell. In these systems shifts in the band positions of 1,4-benzenedithiol on the nanostar core were attributed to changes in orientation caused by overgrowth of the outer Au shell.[14]

4. Applications of SERS to Nanomaterial Characterisation

4.1 Characterisation of Sensor Surfaces

An ongoing challenge within SERS research is understanding the factors which determine the performance of SERS sensing systems. In particular, it is important to understand the role which the sensor’s surfaces, rather than their plasmonic properties, play in the detection of small molecule targets. Since enhancement only occurs for molecules at the surface, the chemical factors which promote or prevent target binding are clearly crucial to correct operation of the sensor. Under the experimental conditions used for practical analytical SERS measurements, the surfaces of the enhancing materials, which can be either metal nanoparticles or enhancing solid substrates, are typically not bare metal but instead carry a surface layer of some type. With evaporated films this will typically be metal oxide but with chemically reduced materials it can be one or more of the compounds added or created during the synthesis.[3] Most obviously this could be the characteristic citrate layer which is observed on the surface of citrate-reduced silver colloid or the chloride layer found on freshly prepared hydroxylamine reduced silver but it could also be residual surfactant if the materials were prepared by template synthesis or electrolyte ions in electrochemically roughened electrodes.[11] In addition, for aggregated particles the aggregating agent may itself adsorb to the surface.[15] Even imaging nanoparticles under SEM has been shown to create an amorphous carbon layer which gives a characteristic SERS signal.[17]

It is important to understand the chemistry of these surfaces because in the analytical procedure it is these surfaces which the target interacts with, not the underlying metal. These substrate-target interactions are complex but a useful simplification is to separate the cases
where the analytes interact with the enhancing surface by co-adsorbing along with existing surface species from those where the existing species are displaced. Understanding which of these is appropriate for each combination of enhancing material and target allows rational design of materials which can be used as sensors for particular targets.

The simplest interaction is co-adsorption, for example, much of the early work on SERS used metal nanoparticles aggregated with simple alkaline halide salts (which created aggregates with negative $\zeta$ potentials) to detect positively charged analytes, which co-adsorbed along with the surface halide. Conversely, anions are electrostatically repelled by such surfaces but can be detected by enhancing materials which are modified by $\omega$-terminated thiols such as $X-(CH_2)_n-SH$ where $X$ is a quaternary ammonium salt, since these have a strongly positive zeta potential.$[17]$

A good example of the alternative displacement mechanism is in the detection of dipicolinic acid (DPA), which is a dicarboxylic acid which carries a +2 charge at neutral pH and is used as a proxy for anthrax spores. DPA can be detected using SERS with citrate-reduced colloid which has been aggregated with MgSO$_4$ but not NaCl, even though both materials have similar plasmonic properties.$[18]$ SERS spectra of the colloids aggregated with MgSO$_4$ show that residual citrate ions from the preparation procedure remain in place after aggregation, since the sulfate ions do not displace them. In contrast, chloride aggregation causes the surface citrate to be replaced by chloride, as indicated by the appearance of a strong Ag-Cl band at 245 cm$^{-1}$ and loss of the citrate bands. The successful detection of DPA with MgSO$_4$ aggregation demonstrates that DPA can displace citrate from the surface while the failure with NaCl aggregated materials shows that the Ag-Cl bonds are too strong to allow DPA to replace the surface chloride. In fact, it is possible to carry out a sequential experiment where addition of DPA to MgSO$_4$ aggregated colloid, followed by NaCl and then KBr causes the initial citrate spectrum to be replaced by DPA signals which are in turn replaced by Ag-Cl bands and then finally displaced by the formation of Ag-Br.$[18]$
Similar effects are also observed with the DNA bases, which bind strongly to chloride modified Ag particles while the corresponding mononucleotides, which also carry negatively charged ribose sugar and phosphate groups do not bind, presumably because the additional electrostatic repulsion means they are unable to displace the existing chloride.[19] In contrast, the mononucleotides are able to displace citrate and so can be detected using colloids which carry citrate on their surface.

These considerations make it obvious why it is important to monitor the nature of the surface chemistry of the sensors while they are in the actual working form. For example, aggregated silver colloids which are held within a dry swellable polymer (hydroxyethylcellulose) film have been prepared as off-the-shelf SERS sensors.[20] Their principle of operation is that in the dry state the aggregates are protected within the host polymer but addition of aqueous analyte solution causes the films to swell, which releases the particles to interact with the target analytes and pulls the aqueous solution into the film to promote the interaction. In these films, citrate-reduced silver colloids are used in the preparation and aggregation is carried out using non-coordinating salts but in situ SERS measurements show that the active surfaces in the film carry an unintended surface chloride layer which is accidently created by ligand displacement during the film preparation step. This surface layer does not prevent detection of strongly binding test compounds or drugs of abuse but excess chloride does interfere with analysis of the therapeutic drugs which were the original target.[20,21] Again, detecting the nature of the surface species on metal nanoparticles buried within a polymer host would be extremely challenging by any other analytical method but is extremely straightforward with SERS.

The final example of the utility of in situ SERS monitoring is in studies of Metal Liquid-Like Films (MeLLFs), which are mobile sheets of metal nanoparticles that sit at the interface between an aqueous and immiscible non-aqueous solvent.[22,23] The films have remarkable properties, they typically have a highly reflective metallic appearance, despite
being just one nanoparticle layer thick, can self-heal if damaged and provide very strong
SERS enhancements. They can be prepared by shaking an aqueous metal colloid with an
immiscible non-aqueous solvent containing “modifier” compound which was originally
believed to adsorb to the particles, increasing their hydrophobicity. This was supported by
observation of strong SERS signals of the modifiers from the MeLLFs.\textsuperscript{[23]} However, recent
studies have shown there are compounds which promote MeLLF formation without surface
adsorption as shown by the SERS spectra of the MeLLFs, which are identical to those of the
parent colloid.\textsuperscript{[24]} This SERS evidence was key in showing that there are two separate
mechanisms for MeLLF formation based on increased particle hydrophobicity and/or
decreased Coulombic repulsion between the particles.

4.2 Monitoring Multicomponent Chemical Modification of Surfaces

Surfaces which carry a layer of a single chemical compound are the simplest to
prepare and/or characterize. The next step up in complexity is the preparation of materials
carrying SAMs with mixed compositions, an approach which has been explored for many
years and is currently experiencing something of a renaissance. Again, this area has been most
thoroughly explored using mixtures of thiols as modifiers. In the simplest case, mixed thiol
SAMs may be used for creating materials where only a small fraction of the surface carries
the active modifying compounds, but the remainder of the surface needs to be passivated to
prevent unwanted side effects. This is a very common practice in the preparation of
functionalised nanoparticles intended for use in biological environment, for example, in
passivation of particles conjugated with active compounds that function through targeted
interactions such as antibodies or ss-DNA.\textsuperscript{[25]} In these systems non-specific binding, which
gives large positive background signals, is minimised by passivating the inactive parts of the
surface with a relatively inert layer of short chain alkyl thiols. Similarly, mixed charge
monolayers have been used to improve the blood platelet compatibility of gold surfaces.\textsuperscript{[26]}
A more ambitious approach is to create materials where the surface not only carries two or more modifiers but that these show cooperativity i.e. the combination of these modifiers creates areas on the surface which carry out a function which is different from that which can be achieved by either of the two component modifiers alone. For example, in studies of glucose detection by SERS, particle surfaces modified by a mixed decanethiol, \( \text{CH}_3(\text{CH}_2)_9\text{SH} \) and mercaptohexanol \( \text{HO(\text{CH}_2)_6\text{SH}} \) layer are particularly effective in promoting glucose absorption, since they are believed to create hydrogen-bonding hydrophobic “pockets” where the glucose can bind.\(^5\)

Mixed surfaces can be prepared either by reacting with a single modifier and then carrying out place exchange reactions or by using a mixed modifier solution to carry out a single step modification.\(^10\) Of course, in the first case there is an obvious need for monitoring the surface composition during the exchange reaction and SERS is excellent for this purpose. However, even with the “one step” method there is a similar need to measure the surface composition because differences in the relative binding constants of the modifying compounds often mean that the relative proportions of the modifiers on the surface are different (sometimes to a large extent) from those used in the modifying mixture. For example, we have used SERS to study the compositions of mixed thiol modified metal nanoparticles.\(^27\) With these Au or Ag nanoparticles, the approach of using place exchange reactions is often prevented by the spontaneous formation of aggregates after the initial modification, which causes the particles to precipitate from solution before the subsequent place exchange reactions are complete. In contrast, the one step approach very rapidly creates the mixed composition surface monolayer which can then be characterised using SERS.

Since the relative SERS scattering cross-sections of each surface species can be determined, SERS measurements of relative peak heights give a simple and direct quantitative measurement of the relative proportions of each compound on the surface, as shown in Figure 2. The advantage of this approach is that it is sufficiently rapid to allow multiple
measurements to be made over a range of experimental conditions, so that the surface composition can be plotted against that of the modifier feedstock. If the binding of both compounds is identical then the mole fraction on the surface will match that of the bulk, as is observed with alkyl thiols with similar chain lengths. However, very dissimilar binding constants are expected, and found, for modifiers with different chemical compositions and this leads to examples where the surface composition is very far from that of the feedstock (see Figure 2d)). In addition, it has recently been found that the surface mole fraction depends not only on the relative binding constants of the components in the modifying feedstock, but also on the total concentration of modifiers.\textsuperscript{[27]} At first sight this observation is counterintuitive since the relative binding probability would be expected to be independent of the total concentration. However, this will only be true at high total concentration, where the loss of the modifiers from the feedstock due to adsorption makes a negligible difference to its composition throughout the process. At low concentrations this loss can have significant effects. The key parameter is the number of molecules of modifier available in the feedstock compared to the number of surface sites. If one of the thiols is much more strongly binding than the other, then the surface will be covered by it, even if the feedstock is an equimolar mixture of both modifiers. However, if the total number of molecules of modifiers of all types approaches the number of free sites then there is no competition for surface sites and the surface will have the same composition as the feedstock.

An example of a practical application of this approach is one where mixed SAMs composed of sodium 3-mercapto-1-propanesulfonate (MPS) and benzyl mercaptan (BZM) were used as materials for the enhanced binding of 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA).\textsuperscript{[28]} MDMA is the most widely used of the “ecstasy” family of drugs of abuse, which rose to prominence in the 1990’s (associated with rave dance culture) and still continues to be a significant problem, despite the more recent rise of the newer generation of novel psychoactive substances. MDMA does not bind strongly to unmodified colloid surfaces,
nor does it bind strongly to surfaces which are modified exclusively by MPS or BZM. However, it does bind to surfaces prepared from mixed feedstocks, with the maximum binding at a feedstock composition of 60:40 MPS:BZM. This corresponds to a surface with approximately 31 % MPS and 69 % BZM, presumably this gives the best balance between aromaticity and negative charge to attract positively-charged MDMA.

This result demonstrates that there is cooperativity between the binding elements, which in turn suggests that the MDMA is able to interact simultaneously with both binding elements on the surface. This can only occur if there are at least some regions of the surface where the different thiols are in very close physical proximity. Conversely, if a mixed thiol particle is composed of large domains of each thiol, then the behaviour would be expected to be simply the weighted sum of the contributions from each domain. Recently tip-enhanced Raman imaging has been used to probe domain formation within binary self-assembled monlayers of oligomeric phenylene-ethynylene (OPE) thiol and thiophenol. These elegant experiments were used to determine that at various molar ratios of the coadsorbed thiols the surface layer phase segregated into domains ~30-240 nm. Moreover, it was also shown that reliable detection of these nanodomains required a pixel size less than 15 nm.[29] These experiments are clearly important since they provide a means of detecting domains based on chemical properties rather than the height differences used in AFM/STM, which is challenging on flat surfaces and has proved to be even more controversial for mixed thiol nanoparticles.[30]

4.3. Monitoring Reactions on Surfaces using SERS

The most obvious use of SERS for chemical reaction monitoring is to use it as a conventional analytical technique which can detect changes in the bulk concentration of reactants or products over time. However, within the current context it is useful to note that SERS also offers the opportunity to monitor reactions which occur directly on the surface. One of the
most thoroughly studied of these is the plasmon-assisted conversion of $p$-aminothiophenol to 4,4-dimercaptoazobenzene which was discovered by chance and was initially attributed to enhanced vibrations of the starting material under SERS probing rather than product formation.[31] Conversely, chemical reactions of surface species to form characteristic products may be used for indirect detection of molecular targets, such as in the use of Au nanoparticles functionalised with 4-acetamidobenzenesulphony azide which forms the corresponding amide on reaction with H$_2$S and has been used to detect endogenous H$_2$S production in living cells.[32]

4.3 (i) SERS Monitoring of Catalytic Surfaces

A particularly promising application of SERS for surface reaction monitoring is in situ monitoring of catalysed reactions using multifunctional materials which have both catalytic activity and appropriate plasmonic properties. For example, Zhang et al et al have shown that multilayer materials composed of small (15 nm) catalytically active Au particles deposited on top of a self-assembled layer of larger (56 nm) SERS-active particles allows the catalysed reduction of $p$-nitrothiophenol to $p$-aminothiophenol by NaBH$_4$ to be monitored.[33] Similarly, SERS can be used as an in situ spectroelectrochemical probe of the active species and products formed on electrode surfaces.[34] In a more complex example, Ling et al prepared a layer of Ag nanocrystals protected by a thin alumina layer onto which was deposited a layer of TiO$_2$ nanoplates decorated with Pt co-catalyst nanoparticles.[35] Under UV irradiation peroxo, hydroperoxo and hydroxo water photo-oxidation intermediates were observed. In this work SERS was used throughout the preparation of the materials, initially to follow the removal of an interfering PVP layer on the Ag nanocubes and then to detect the overlayed TiO$_2$ particles before finally recording spectra of the water-splitting products on the surface. These concepts have also been shown in free nanoparticles where 80 nm Au nanoparticles were protected with a thin inert silica shell prior to thiol functionalization and attachment of small
catalytically active Au nanoparticles which showed strong plasmonic coupling to the larger core.[36] These particles were used to monitor the Au-catalyzed reduction of 4-nitrothiophenol, importantly it was found that the inert silica shell isolated the large Au core particle and thereby prevented it from interfering with the catalytic processes under investigation.

4.3.(ii) Switching of surfaces using spiropyrans.

Transformation of surface properties can also be achieved by physical rather than chemical stimuli. An excellent example is in the switching of photochromic spiropyrans on Au surfaces. Spiropyrans can exist as either the ring-closed spiropyran (SP) form or the ring-open merocyanine (MC) form. UV light is generally used to induce ring-opening of the SP to MC form, while the reverse process can be driven thermally or by irradiation with visible light. There has been considerable interest in preparing spiropyrans which can be used to create materials with optically switchable surfaces. One of the most successful studies was based on BIPS (3-(3’,3’-dimethyl-6-nitrospiro[chromene-2,2’-indolin]-1’-yl)-ethyl-5-(1,2-dithiolan-3-yl)pentanoate), a spiropyran with a long chain linker and a dithiolate surface anchor, shown in Figure 3.[37] This system can be thermally or optically (785 nm excitation) switched from the MC to the SP form and then reversed using UV excitation. Since the ring open and closed forms have different characteristic vibrational spectra, the chemical changes associated with the switching process can be monitored in situ using SERS at 785 nm so that changes in optical absorbance can be confirmed by SERS as arising through the intended mechanism. Surprisingly, in this study it was found that under the laser power densities used to record the SERS spectra, which were in the normal range for such measurements, the systems unexpectedly switched to the MC form, the opposite of what is expected under visible excitation. It was found that the power densities used were sufficient to cause two-photon switching of the SP-MC form and that the effect could be controlled by altering the excitation conditions so that it was possible to monitor the expected switching under low
power or induce switching in the opposite sense by increasing the irradiance of the Raman probe laser.

5. Conclusion

While the surface chemistry of nanomaterials is the aspect of their overall composition which controls their interactions with their surroundings, it is more difficult to characterise than the more commonly measured parameters such as morphology and plasmonic absorption. In part this is due to the low total concentration of surface species which will be present in the sample, but it is also because most methods for surface chemical analysis work best under high vacuum with clean surfaces. However, nanomaterials are seeing increasing real world applications and these require characterisation techniques which can be applied in situ to samples at atmospheric pressure, or even submerged in liquids. SERS is a very effective chemical probe which can meet many of these challenges; it is rapid, inexpensive and gives very detailed structural information on surface chemical structure. Of course, it is limited to nanostructured materials which support appropriate plasmon resonances but these are a significant subset of nanomaterials under investigation.
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**Figure 1.** An illustration of the ways that the surface chemistry of SERS active nanomaterials may be changed through chemical or physical processes. The most common use of SERS-active materials is as sensors which interact with analytes to give signals characteristic of the adsorbed target molecule. However, SERS is equally effective for probing chemical modification and reactions on the surface, including photoswitching and catalytic processes.
Figure 2. a) Illustration of the modification of a pre-prepared silver nanoparticle with a mixed thiol feedstock. b) SERS spectra of (i) pentanethiol, PT and (ii) mercaptopropanesulfonate, MPS adsorbed on Ag colloid. c) SERS spectra of Ag nanoparticles modified using mixed MPS:PT feedstocks with different percentages of MPS. d) Plot of the mole fractions of MPS (x) and PT (Δ) on the surface obtained at various feedstock compositions. Reproduced with permission.\[27\] Copyright 2012, ACS Publications.
Figure 3. Illustration of switching between ring open (merocyanine, MC) and ring-closed (spiropyran, SP) forms of a spiropyran covalently attached to a Au surface by an alkyl chain and a dithiolate surface anchor. This system can be thermally or optically (785 nm excitation) switched from the MC to the SP form and then reversed using UV excitation. SERS spectra of the ring open and closed forms are shown inset. Reproduced with permission.[37] Copyright 2013, ACS Publications.
Surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy is a powerful technique for probing the chemical structure of adsorbed surface layers on nanostructured materials. Currently it is predominantly used for detecting adsorption of small molecules but it also provides information on the surface chemistry of enhancing materials themselves. This is important since it is the surface chemistry which governs the interaction of the materials with their environment.
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